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Abstract
A number of equity research houses upgraded their forecasts for BASF following the company's Jan. 14 announcement about a plan for a large-scale expansion of its plastics unit in China. China's engineering plastics market "offers significant growth opportunities," Hermann Althoff, senior vice president of BASF's Asia-Pacific engineering plastics unit, said at his briefing in Shanghai. The automotive and electronics industries propel this growing demand, according to Althoff, with more automakers looking to make their cars lighter by replacing metal parts with high-performance plastics. The plastics unit accounts for about 15% of BASF's revenues and operating profit (€7.5 billion and €554 million, respectively, in fiscal 2009), so the VRS research team considers the additional €227 million (£143 million) of annual capacity...
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Standard and Poors RatingsXpress Credit Research provides in-depth coverage of international corporates, financial institutions, insurance companies, utilities, sovereigns and structured finance programs. RatingsXpress Credit Research lets users determine the credit rating of holdings and identify key factors underlying an issuer's creditworthiness, distinguishes the different risk exposures for new and existing deals, and provides an understanding of how their analysts interpret key regulatory, political and environmental events and their economic impact.

Research Type: Commentary
Criteria articles describe the thought process and methodology Standard & Poor's analysts use in determining ratings. These commentary pieces discuss both the quantitative (economic and financial) and qualitative (business analysis and caliber of management) aspects of the analysis, as well as legal issues.
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